EuropeanSearchCompany
Human Capital Consulting

Sitecore Developer/Architect
At Avanade, business and technology consulting isn't just your career…it's your passion. That
means more than just working with new innovations. It means using technology to solve
business problems in ways that make a real difference to you, your customers, and the world.
At Avanade, we:




Are passionate about pushing the limits of Microsoft technologies to help our
customers achieve their goals and deliver real business solutions
Thrive on open dialogue and debate. We share best practices and solve problems
through teamwork. You will be collaborating with a highly skilled network of
colleagues both globally and on a Nordic level.
Are committed to growth – both as an organization and as individuals. You will get
the advanced training you need to be successful, along with the time and
opportunity to apply it. Additionally, you will receive a personal career manager who
will coach and assist you in reaching your professional goals.

In Avanade you will become part of a skilled and result driven team and you will be able to
work on highly complex projects. We are a Global company with large Global projects
enabling you to become a part of a unique team and honer your technical and consulting
skills by participating in large complex projects and benefiting from the vast knowledge of
your teammates.
In Avanade we believe that the technical skills of our employees are extremely important to
be the market leader and therefore we offer a minimum of 80 hours of training every year.
Since knowledge sharing is important for us we have developed Global online communities
where you can get in touch and share knowledge with other experts across the world.
We also have a strong focus on career development and have numerous courses available.
You will be responsible for the design and implementation of custom components and
applications using the latest versions of the Sitecore, .NET Framework, ASP.NET, C#, Visual
Studio, Windows Azure and other advanced components of Microsoft technology. More
often than not, this will happen using an agile methodology like Scrum.
As you grow your career at Avanade, you will build management, technical and planning
skills. You will improve your abilities to think creatively, design solutions, and interact with
customers as well as learning how to take roles as development lead or technical architect
on large projects.

Roles and Responsability
Avanade Denmark is looking to hire an experienced .NET Sitecore Consultant. This is an
exciting opportunity for the right individual to join the market leader in the delivery of
enterprise scale Microsoft solutions, help our customers drive value through innovation, and
be part of our success story.
Our consultants contribute to the full software development lifecycle; from bids for work,
workshops, business requirements gathering, functional and technical design, coding and
testing of software applications to meet technical and business requirements.
We’re looking for experienced consultants with deep technical development experience in the
.NET framework, C#, ASP.NET and SQL Server preferable Sitecore or equivalent CMS
knowledge with experience in customer facing web sites or e-commerce applications.








Solid knowledge about the Sitecore Platform, EPI server or similar CMS / Digital
Marketing product
Certifed in Sitecore
+ 2 years experience as .NET framework consultant at customer site or similar
Past experience in e-Commerce and CMS projects
Development experience in for example C#, ASP.NET,HTML,CSS, javascript,SQL
Server
Driven by a strong interest in a broad range of web and web-related technologies
including Social Media.
Degree/Diploma in Information Technology or equivalent.

Minimum requirements
To be successful in the position, you should be able to recognize yourself as having:

Passion for technology and a drive to learn new things continuously

Strong problem-solving skills and proven ability to analyze situations logically, identify
critical issues and recommend solutions to meet customer's needs

Experience in developing technical requirements based on business imperatives

Ability to self-manage - you should be self-driven, demonstrate high levels of initiative
and be able to work effectively in a high pressure and high pace environment

Fluency in spoken Danish and English
Contact
Please contact Brian Ranvits directly for any questions+45 2048 0548
Please submit you application mrk. Sitecore Avanade to email; bra@europeansearch.dk

About Avanade
At Avanade you get to play with the world’s most cutting-edge Microsoft technology. Technology that helps our customers work better, and revolutionizes the way they look after their customers. Join us and find out how you can
create change for a living. Visit avanade.com/careers Avanade helps customers realize results in a digital world through business technology solutions and managed services that combine insight, innovation and expertise
focused on Microsoft® technologies. Our people have helped thousands of organizations in all industries improve business agility, employee productivity and customer loyalty. Avanade combines the collective business,
technical and industry expertise of its worldwide network of experts with the rigor of an industrialized delivery model to provide high quality solutions using proven and emerging technologies with flexible deployment models–on
premises, cloud-based or outsourced. Avanade, which is majority owned by Accenture, was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation and has 27,000 professionals in more than 20 countries. Additional
information can be found at www.avanade.com.

